2021-11-18: Cyberattack! What to Do When You Are Hacked
Topic and Questions courtesy of the Journal of Graduate Medical Education
The following links were shared during the chat:
 Residency Program Preparedness for Prolonged Downtime: Lessons Learned From a Cyberattack | Journal of
Graduate Medical Education (allenpress.com)
 Health Sector Cybersecurity Coordination Center (HC3) | HHS.gov
 Challenges and Opportunities of Preclinical Medical Education: COVID-19 Crisis and Beyond | SpringerLink
 Expansion of telehealth curriculum: National survey of clinical education leaders - Bonnie T Jortberg, Gary L Beck
Dallaghan, Dawnelle Schatte, Jennifer Christner, Michael S Ryan, 2021 (sagepub.com)
 Physician cybersecurity | American Medical Association (ama-assn.org)
 Atul Gawande: Healthcare is massively better today because of doctors, not technology — Quartz (qz.com)

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 1: Imagine a clinical learning environment with no technology - #cyberattack. Are you and
your organization prepared? If yes, what do you do 1st; if not, what do you do
1st? #MedEd #MedEdChat #JGME @JournalofGME

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul8 hours ago
@MedEdChat One of the authors of the article looking forward to an
engaging #MedEdChat on #cyberattacks and #residency preparedness

Gayle Melissa @GayleMelissa38 hours ago
Looking forward to the discussion Gayle in NYC #mededchat

Ghazal Kango @GhazalKangoMD8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: Imagine a clinical learning environment with no technology
- #cyberattack. Are you and your organization prepared?…

Jillian Catalanotti, MD, MPH, FACP @IMDrJill8 hours ago
Hi #MedEdChat participants, I am a co-author to @courtneyapaul on the piece we are discussing
tonight. Looking forward to it! #MedEd

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Tony, checking in from
Maryland. #mededchat #meded https://t.co/2TJqUttSAv https://t.co/ezz717eKXX

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Deb here from #MKE Wis! I'm an @JournalGME editor along
w @mededdoc + @AvrahamCooperMD who will be co-hosting tonight. We…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We will assume that all of your tweets during #MedEdChat are your own during
this hour unless otherwise stated #meded
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @IMDrJill: Hi #MedEdChat participants, I am a co-author to @courtneyapaul on the piece we are
discussing tonight. Looking forward to it!…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #MedEdChat

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: Imagine a clinical learning environment with no technology
- #cyberattack. Are you and your organization prepared?…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @courtneyapaul: @MedEdChat One of the authors of the article looking forward to an
engaging #MedEdChat on #cyberattacks and #residency p…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @IMDrJill: Hi #MedEdChat participants, I am a co-author to @courtneyapaul on the piece we are
discussing tonight. Looking forward to it!…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1: What do you do first when #cyberattacks? Per @IMDrJill and co-authors @GWSMHS you don't
worry - as think it's just a "crash" or an "upgrade"! So continue as normal! #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 Do you mean before or after I scream?

#mededchat #meded

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: Imagine a clinical learning environment with no technology
- #cyberattack. Are you and your organization prepared?…

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 If there is no technology then you pivot to not use it. I like to think we're not that dependent on
gadgets that we can't proceed #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@IMDrJill @courtneyapaul Welcome and delighted you all could join us!! You bring the voices of
experience with #cyberattacks so guide us!! #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
#mededchat
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Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme Totally agree @PDX_Tom - most institutions
simply aren’t ready for days or even weeks of downtime #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1: @IMDrJill and @courtneyapaul, what was the first thing you all did? #mededchat #MedEd

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
#mededchat Sateesh Arja from Avalon University School of Medicine, Curacao #meded

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme Ignorance is bless - as we're all used
to #EHR downtime and crashes... but when it goes on.. YIPES!! What's 1st thing you would do once
you realize what it is? #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 2020: every month > 1 mil people were affected by data breaches at #healthcare orgs per U.S.
Department of HHS. 2021: Cybersecurity threats are estimated to cost the world US $6 trillion; # of
attacks has increased 5-fold after COVID-19. #MedEdChat https://t.co/c5RMvHU5ax
Jillian Catalanotti, MD, MPH, FACP @IMDrJill8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME We were in exactly that situation @PDX_Tom our "usual downtime
procedures" were really meant for a 2 hour EHR upgrade so starting from scratch was
disorienting. #mededchat

CyberSec BOT @botcybersec8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 2020: every month > 1 mil people were affected by data breaches
at #healthcare orgs per U.S. Department of HHS. 2021: C…

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME #mededchat T1 it is hard to handle or believe the learning
environment without technology. We are so dependent on technology even electronic health
record #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 Hopefully not panic. I know some colleagues that this happened to. Paper med records were
used. Panic doesn't help. #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme T1: #mededchat One of the few
advantages of training pre-digital is that is how we did work.
everything

telephone

handwritten

and most shocking, face-to-face communication #CyberAttack
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @IMDrJill: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME We were in exactly that situation @PDX_Tom our
"usual downtime procedures" were really meant for a 2…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme So totally agree!! What's
1st thing you'd do as a fellowship director once realize it's a #cyberattack!! #MedEdChat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Hard to proceed without a workable medical record, ability to write orders, see lab
results, nurses able to open the med carts, etc… #mededchat

Allan “Ransomware Sommelier
” Liska @uuallan8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 I am amazed the resourcefulness of medical organizations during
cyberattacks. The challenge comes during the long slog of recover which can often take weeks or
months. #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 2020: every month > 1 mil people were affected by data breaches
at #healthcare orgs per U.S. Department of HHS. 2021: C…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme Should hospitals include this as a disaster drill?
This is far easier to realistically simulate than other things that get practiced (eg mass casualties or
natural disasters) #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @IMDrJill: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME We were in exactly that situation @PDX_Tom our
"usual downtime procedures" were really meant for a 2…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 2020: every month > 1 mil people were affected by data breaches
at #healthcare orgs per U.S. Department of HHS. 2021: C…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme T1: #mededchat On
e of the few advantages of training pre-digital is that is…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @AvrahamCooperMD @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme So
totally agree!! What's 1st thing you'd do as a fellowship dire…
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme T1: #mededchat On
e of the few advantages of training pre-digital is that is…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @AvrahamCooperMD @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme So
totally agree!! What's 1st thing you'd do as a fellowship dire…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme Huddle your teams and decide on
communication plan #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme T1 This is a great idea
for a future disaster drill. Probably more likely to occur than getting hit by a tornado. #MedEdChat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 Do you mean before or after I
scream?

#mededchat #meded https://t.co/9GKPloyZlw

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme As "pre-digital" -- how do
you work with #leaners who are post digital? #MedEdChat @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul you lived it -what is 1st thing you'd all do?

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1: @IMDrJill and @courtneyapaul, what was the first thing you all
did? #mededchat #MedEd https://t.co/LuCjpohl8G

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @ArjaSateesh: #mededchat Sateesh Arja from Avalon University School of Medicine,
Curacao #meded

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @AvrahamCooperMD @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme T1
This is a great idea for a future disaster drill. Probably mo…

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 We found establishing clear lines of # communication we key to
establish early #mededchat #MedEd
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 this is a fantastic idea, Avi. Have others seen this done? #mededchat

Ghazal Kango @GhazalKangoMD8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 2020: every month > 1 mil people were affected by data breaches
at #healthcare orgs per U.S. Department of HHS. 2021: C…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 this is a fantastic idea, Avi. Have others seen this done? #mededchat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme Ha! Maybe the first thing
to do is call in all of us fossilized attending to help rum the teams

#mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 2: #Learners are involved in all aspects of care. What are the key elements you would need to
be prepared for if your clinical #learningenvirnoment experienced a #CyberAttack? (Hint: bring a
black pen!) #MedEd #MedEdChat #JGME @JournalofGME

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @courtneyapaul: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 We found establishing clear lines of #
communication we key to establish early #mededchat #M…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @courtneyapaul: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 We found establishing clear lines of #
communication we key to establish early #mededchat #M…

Ghazal Kango @GhazalKangoMD8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @AvrahamCooperMD @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme T1
This is a great idea for a future disaster drill. Probably mo…

CyberSec BOT @botcybersec8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: #Learners are involved in all aspects of care. What are the key
elements you would need to be prepared for if your…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 - how did you do that w/out pagers and other
hardware links channels? You and @IMDrJill were in middle of it @GWSMHS #MedEdChat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: #Learners are involved in all aspects of care. What are the key
elements you would need to be prepared for if your…
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 Just thinking how #pandemic challenged #MedEd illuminating #Mededucators skills gaps &
shortage of IT personnel to support to #zoom-bombing #cyberattacks 4 our online platforms… maybe
this is entre for us to be in conversation with our
orgs? #MedEdChat https://t.co/tKFOmZwNKN https://t.co/GPB3D9Um8Q

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: #Learners are involved in all aspects of care. What are the key
elements you would need to be prepared for if your…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Just thinking
how #pandemic challenged #MedEd illuminating #Mededucators skills gaps & shortage of IT
personnel to supp…
Jillian Catalanotti, MD, MPH, FACP @IMDrJill8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @GWSMHS it was important to
choose a location for info dissemination (& to gather info from front lines) - for us a natural fit was the
chief residents' office, which is located right on the wards, & is a highly visible spot that is known
across departments. #mededchat
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @jgme LOL, RUN the teams,
although RUMMING them could be an alternative! #mededchat https://t.co/2zVNJx7sqo

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 Ironically, during the pandemic, IT staff were some of the first to get laid
off

#MedEd #mededchat

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: #Learners are involved in all aspects of care. What are the key
elements you would need to be prepared for if your…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Just thinking
how #pandemic challenged #MedEd illuminating #Mededucators skills gaps & shortage of IT
personnel to supp…

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T2 pens and paper are key! Order sets can help
support #Learners #meded #mededchat Make sure you have enough copies

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 Ironically, during the pandemic, IT staff were some of the first to get laid
off

#MedEd #mededchat https://t.co/WlIHTp…
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
Face-to-face meetings — who’d a thunk it!?

#mededchat

Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz8 hours ago
@mededdoc T1: That just ridiculous! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME Old school -- black pens!!! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
Kristina here, signing in late for #MedEdChat! Happy to be here to
support @MedEdChat @MedEdDoc @GLBDallaghan & @JournalofGME https://t.co/0218OmMluY

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME #mededchat T2 I was thinking how these things were handled in the
olden days without technology. As som suggested should try with disaster drill as if there is a
cyberattack #meded

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@mededdoc … but ALL of the high-paid administrators remained!

#mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: Imagine a clinical learning environment with no technology
- #cyberattack. Are you and your organization prepared?…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@IMDrJill @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @GWSMHS Great point @IMDrJill find a
natural spot... visible, know, central!! And perhaps Safe? As Chiefs are
"tweeners"

#MedEdChat

Les @LBEBEN8 hours ago
Learners implies teachers. Both will continue to challenge one another no holds barred. Always fun to
watch.

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: #Learners are involved in all aspects of care. What are the key
elements you would need to be prepared for if your…
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Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 this is a fantastic idea, Avi. Have others seen this done? #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@KristinaDzara @MedEdChat @mededdoc @GLBDallaghan @JournalofGME Glad to have
you!!! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
@mededdoc Seems like a good opportunity to offer a safe space to try - and maybe even fail - to
improve. #MedEdChat
Jillian Catalanotti, MD, MPH, FACP @IMDrJill7 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T2 @courtneyapaul, I'm not sure if my
favorite #learner misstep was the H&P written in pencil or the one written in pink pen!#MedEdChat

Marisa Birkmeier @marisabirkmeier7 hours ago
T2 #DPTstudents actually used the #CyberAttack as a quality improvement project opportunity by
helping address current dept needs and future plans in the event of another #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1: @IMDrJill and @courtneyapaul, what was the first thing you all
did? #mededchat #MedEd

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul Welcome and delighted you all could join us!! You
bring the voices of experience with #cyberattac…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @GWSMHS I’m sure
there are some of those old chart carousels somewhere down in the
basement… #mededchat https://t.co/DIvWcxVrMe

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 Do you mean before or after I scream?

#mededchat #meded

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@myheroistrane @mededdoc More importantly - all the IT folks during #cyberattack will be "busy" -so need to think through perhaps having a "single point of contact"? #MedEdChat

MedEd @TelehealthBot7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 Ironically, during the pandemic, IT staff were some of the first to get laid
off

#MedEd #mededchat https://t.co/WlIHTp…
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CyberSec BOT @botcybersec7 hours ago
RT @marisabirkmeier: T2 #DPTstudents actually used the #CyberAttack as a quality improvement
project opportunity by helping address current…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @courtneyapaul: @MedEdChat One of the authors of the article looking forward to an
engaging #MedEdChat on #cyberattacks and #residency p…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T2 I would say frequent communication and check ins with trainees
is important. Extended down time would be a major threat to wellness and risk for
burnout. #mededchat

Gayle Melissa @GayleMelissa37 hours ago
telemedicine really took off during the pandemic and systems crashing + virus = lack of health
care #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @debsimpson3 @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @GWSMHS @IMDrJill Great
to join my @JournalofGME and #MedEd colleagues on tonight's #M…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Deb here from #MKE Wis! I'm an @JournalGME editor along
w @mededdoc + @AvrahamCooperMD who will be co-hosting tonight. We…

Juan Reyes @DrJuan_Reyes7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @GWSMHS Hi #meded
chat. Worked with my colleagues @IMDrJill and @courtneyapaul during this pwriod. And chiefs were
an exceptional resource bridging the gap between #learners and organization.

Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
@myheroistrane @debsimpson3 @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @GWS
MHS somewhere collecting dust where things get lost throughout time. LOL #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Welcome to the #MedEdChat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour @alliance4clined Thanks to our colleagues from @Journ…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @KristinaDzara @MedEdChat @mededdoc @GLBDallaghan @JournalofGME
Glad to have you!!! #MedEdChat
Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Deb here from #MKE Wis! I'm an @JournalGME editor along
w @mededdoc + @AvrahamCooperMD who will be co-hosting tonight. We…
#MedEdChat facilitated by the Alliance for Clinical Education (Transcripts produced using Symplur.com)
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Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T2 prescription pads are hard
to find! Stock up now #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@myheroistrane @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @GWSMHS Question is
where are the binders? And hole punchers! These are antiquities to
current #medicalstudents #residents #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T2 Experienced #MedEducators @courtneyapaul @IMDrJill @GWSMHS highlighted importance of a
hospital-wide, coordinated multidisciplinary downtime response plan – must include #MedEd trainee
support focused on 4 areas #MedEdChat https://t.co/s45kuHShHO https://t.co/9cXCGoONAO

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @marisabirkmeier: T2 #DPTstudents actually used the #CyberAttack as a quality improvement
project opportunity by helping address current…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
@marisabirkmeier Very cool! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
TOPIC 3: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no pagers, no email, no
text, etc? Are there "upsides" to having no tech? For
whom? #CyberAttack #MedEdChat #JGME @JournalofGME

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no
pagers, no email, no text, etc? Are there "upsides…

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd7 hours ago
@GayleMelissa3 T2 A team from ACE just published an article about how much of a shift
in #meded there was to telemedicine during the pandemic https://t.co/CPVF5q6gJQ #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
RT @DrJuan_Reyes: @debsimpson3 @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @
GWSMHS Hi #mededchat. Worked with my colleagues @IMDrJill…

CyberSec BOT @botcybersec7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no
pagers, no email, no text, etc? Are there "upsides…
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Jillian Catalanotti, MD, MPH, FACP @IMDrJill7 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T2 Agree @avrahamcooperMD - what starts
out as novel becomes a burnout risk over a little more time #MedEdChat

Security Testing @sectest97 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Deb here from #MKE Wis! I'm an @JournalGME editor along
w @mededdoc + @AvrahamCooperMD who will be co-hosting tonight. We…

Cyber Security News @CyberSecurityN87 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Deb here from #MKE Wis! I'm an @JournalGME editor along
w @mededdoc + @AvrahamCooperMD who will be co-hosting tonight. We…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane7 hours ago
Should our hospitals have an old-school, shadow non-internet connected, hardwired backup system
ready to be switched on in the event of an attack on the main system? Would this even be
feasible? #mededchat

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no
pagers, no email, no text, etc? Are there "upsides…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T3: the required F2F work will help build stronger teams and
encourage interdisciplinary communication and
relationships. #CyberAttack #MedEdChat #JGME @JournalofGME

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: @GayleMelissa3 T2 A team from ACE just published an article about how
much of a shift in #meded there was to telemedic…

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
T3 Gets back to having regular check ins with the team. Face-to-face communication resumes!
Sounds almost refreshing so faces aren't buried in smart phones texting non-stop (So sayeth the
closet luddite) #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd @GayleMelissa3 Indeed our reliance on #technology has dramatically increased
during #pandemic - but virtual disappears with #cyberattack! Wonder what patients think? Great
follow-up study for @GWSMH @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul #MedEdChat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane7 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @AvrahamCooperMD @debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @JournalofGME Still carry
one in my pocket!

#mededchat
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T2 Check out guidance from AMA
Physician #Cybersecurity Site. #MedEdChat https://t.co/3B4kXhs4Tq

CyberSec BOT @botcybersec7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 Check out guidance from AMA
Physician #Cybersecurity Site. #MedEdChat https://t.co/3B4kXhs4Tq

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
RT @IMDrJill: @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T2
Agree @avrahamcooperMD - what starts out as novel becomes a burnout risk over a…

Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @PDX_Tom My God people will actually have to talk to
each other again? The horror. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 Check out guidance from AMA
Physician #Cybersecurity Site. #MedEdChat https://t.co/3B4kXhs4Tq

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@myheroistrane T3 Would the hospitals want to invest in that? It would take a serious amount of
money to have a system that is regularly backed up. #MedEdChat

Aleks @larks_lv7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 Check out guidance from AMA
Physician #Cybersecurity Site. #MedEdChat https://t.co/3B4kXhs4Tq

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@uuallan @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @uuallan T2 #mededchat partial recovery was almost
worst than full #downtime bc we didn't know what was working and what wasn't! The bag log of
entering documents and results too months.

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @Alliance4ClinEd @GayleMelissa3 Indeed our reliance on #technology has
dramatically increased during #pandemic - but virtu…

Juan Reyes @DrJuan_Reyes7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T3. There was definitely a learning curve, but verbal communication
between teams, nursing, consultants increased. It was a nice upside despite the chaos of
the #cyberattack #MedEd #MedEdChat
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Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane @GLBDdallaghan might be expensive but how much more
expensive would it be if patient information got out? #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
RT @DrJuan_Reyes: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T3. There was definitely a learning curve, but
verbal communication between teams, nursing, cons…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no
pagers, no email, no text, etc? Are there "upsides…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME Another interesting follow-up study
for @GWSMPH @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul with help from @mededdoc :-) #MedEdChat we will be
looking for it at #JGME

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @PDX_Tom it was a silver lining! One resident said "I
felt most like a doctor again!" Imaging being freed from the constraints of a computer T3 #mededchat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @DrJuan_Reyes: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T3. There was definitely a learning curve, but
verbal communication between teams, nursing, cons…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2
Experienced #MedEducators @courtneyapaul @IMDrJill @GWSMHS highlighted importance of a
hospital-wide, coordinated multi…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T3 Is it too much to ask, IT-wise, that such systems be #cyberattack-proof, or at least backed-up
somehow? #MedEd #mededchat

Jillian Catalanotti, MD, MPH, FACP @IMDrJill7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @GayleMelissa3 @GwsMh @courtneyapaul intere
sting - a pcare patient of mine had a screening cscope during downtime, & at her next visit w me said
it was disconcerting to have no photos bc she couldn't "prove" anything was done! A point i hadn't
thought of! #MededChat #cyberattack

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME Absolutely. Relationships are such an important
apart of what makes our work meaningful. #mededchat
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@DrJuan_Reyes @MedEdChat @JournalofGME So good to hear!! Probably brings the "relationship"
and connections back to the team and promotes #interprofessional #HPE #MedEdChat
Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T3 Assets for #MedEd if #cyberattack? Back to basics? How to write Rx, an admission, discharge
summary elements. Per @GWSMHS resident “I felt most like a doctor during downtime.” Hummm
maybe it's the human-to-human connection vs human-tech? #MedEdChat https://t.co/rMWYyBSCA2

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@ThegreenguyCruz @myheroistrane T3 Agreed....but it is amazing that cybersecurity and PHI is so
important yet I get the impression that resources are not properly allocated to IT #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME #mededchat T3 here team plays big. Team collaborative skills like
situational assessment, situational awareness and shared mental model will be critical factors. Not
just physicians and medical students but interprofessional collaboration and face-to-face
communication #meded

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1: #MedEdChat make sure your copiers have toner!

CyberSec BOT @botcybersec7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 Assets for #MedEd if #cyberattack? Back to basics? How to write Rx, an
admission, discharge summary elements. Per @GWSM…

Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane @GLBDallaghan agreed. It seems that IT is an afterthought and
more thought and consideration needs to be put in place when considering a budget. #MedEdChat

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T3 #MEDEDCHAT @ArjaSateesh what we all went
into medicine for...speaking with patients and working together to care for them! It was almost
liberating!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@mededdoc Have talked to IT folks @AdvocateAurora and the number of #cyberattacks in a day is
exponential!! My jaw dropped at the number! They are proactive and do save us every day!! But
challenge is when you have to be the Reactor --- always a step
behind!! #MedEdChat https://t.co/KcrSiVdjG2

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
TOPIC 4: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no pagers, no email, no
text, etc? Are there "upsides" to having no tech? For
whom? #CyberAttack #MedEdChat #JGME @JournalofGME
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CyberSec BOT @botcybersec7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 4: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no
pagers, no email, no text, etc? Are there "upsides…

Matt Sakumoto @MattSakumoto7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T3 that's what the team room is for right? Great to have a home base
to connect at #MedEdChat

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 #MedEdChat check out our toolkit on @JournalofGME

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME We saw loss of relationships with early
implementation of EHR. #mededchat https://t.co/K1pWglZb0P

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
RT @courtneyapaul: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 #MedEdChat check out our toolkit
on @JournalofGME

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 4: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no
pagers, no email, no text, etc? Are there "upsides…

Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @PDX_Tom Hard to look at a patient
when your face is behind a screen. #MedEdChat

Juan Reyes @DrJuan_Reyes7 hours ago
RT @courtneyapaul: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 #MedEdChat check out our toolkit
on @JournalofGME

Matt Sakumoto @MattSakumoto7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 I trained on paper charts! So we'd be well-prepped. Chalk-talks on
the white board are always avail (with or without tech) #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T4: we all used to work at the nursing station! Communication was
easy, if a bit crowded at times #mededchat

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T4 #mededchat we met alot of colleagues face to face for the first
time! It was a joy! I say it like I would welcome #cyberattack again! I WOULD NOT
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Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T3 Is it too much to ask, IT-wise, that such systems be #cyberattack-proof, or at
least backed-up somehow? #MedEd #mededchat

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T4 #mededchat @PDX_Tom it was actually helpful to
remind younger #trainees that we used to provide great care without all of this technology and turns
out we've still got it!

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T4 You raise an interesting
question @courtneyapaul What could be taken away from the #cyberattack experience to improve
patient care? Teaching? Learning environment? #MedEdChat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
@ThegreenguyCruz @GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane T3 Obviously these are different things but it
reminds me a little of climate change or infrastructure. Minimal impetus to be proactive until bad things
happen. #cyberattack #mededchat

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T4 #MEDEDCHAT @GLBDallaghan good patient
care means face to face convos and care at the bedside. Not at a computer

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 4: How would you communicate with your clinical teams if you had no
pagers, no email, no text, etc? Are there "upsides…

Jillian Catalanotti, MD, MPH, FACP @IMDrJill7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T4 agree @PDX_Tom that it was a joy when we all shared the same
physical chart and workstations (bc we didn't need own workrooms to ensure computer access). We
saw each other all the time -Trade off was illegible notes! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME Question is how to keep that valued F2F connection
going instead of being F2F with computers all day! Better
for #wellbeing #patients #learners #faculty! #MedEdChat https://t.co/jXeSUFE4b9

Security Testing @sectest97 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @mededdoc Have talked to IT folks @AdvocateAurora and the number
of #cyberattacks in a day is exponential!! My jaw droppe…

Cyber Security News @CyberSecurityN87 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @mededdoc Have talked to IT folks @AdvocateAurora and the number
of #cyberattacks in a day is exponential!! My jaw droppe…
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Juan Reyes @DrJuan_Reyes7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME Face to face interaction I believe
was therapeutic. This #cyberattack was also in middle of #Covid_19 pandemic. #resiliency is
important. #caring for #Caregiver is key. #learner leaders, chiefs, #advocates key role!!! #Mededchat

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@MattSakumoto @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T1 #MEDEDCHAT @MattSakumoto we need to
keep those old tricks and toolkits to share with our younger #trainees and colleagues!

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T3 Is it too much to ask, IT-wise, that such systems be #cyberattack-proof, or at
least backed-up somehow? #MedEd #mededchat…

Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane #MedEdChat

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 Assets for #MedEd if #cyberattack? Back to basics? How to write Rx, an
admission, discharge summary elements. Per @GWSM…

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME #mededchat T4 upsides are for everyone including physicians and
other healthcare professionals, learners, patients and their families and even for healthcare
systems #meded

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @ThegreenguyCruz @GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane It seems
like @GWSMHS experience as a super health care system -- would be an ample burning platform!!
We in #MedEd need to be proactive. Searched and didn't find any other refs besides
tonight's #MedEdChat focus! Agree climate change will crash us too! https://t.co/WkmyEDUd5o

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #MedEdChat

Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME T4 You raise an interesting
question @courtneyapaul What could be taken away fr…

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME T4 #mededchat daily debriefing was key to learn what was going well
and not! #trainees are key stakeholders as Frontline providers
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Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
#MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T4 If you haven't had a change to listen to @courtneyapaul describe the @GWSMHS experiences please do so... as maybe spur us all to to be #cyberprepare #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
On behalf of all @JournalofGME editors who joined in tonight as guest hosts
+ #cyberattack @GWSMHS authors @IMDrJill @courtneyapaul @DrJuan_Reyes - #thanks to #MedEdChat + you all for joining. As amazing #Mededucators we now must work to
be #cyberprepared! Another competency! https://t.co/9hYlkiPE0q

Juan Reyes @DrJuan_Reyes7 hours ago
@courtneyapaul @MedEdChat @JournalofGME Find your anchors, your safe space
for #learners. #cyberattack #mededchat

CyberSec BOT @botcybersec7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf of all @JournalofGME editors who joined in tonight as guest hosts
+ #cyberattack @GWSMHS authors @IMDrJill @co…

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat we never thought we were vulnerable but all it takes is someone clicking
the wrong link! Prepare now and hope you never have to act #meded #cyberattack #trainees

Juan Reyes @DrJuan_Reyes7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf of all @JournalofGME editors who joined in tonight as guest hosts
+ #cyberattack @GWSMHS authors @IMDrJill @co…

Juan Reyes @DrJuan_Reyes7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T4 If you haven't had a change to listen to @courtneyapaul describe
the @GWSMHS experiences - please do so... as maybe spu…

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #MedEdChat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
#MedEdChat will be off next week for the US Thanksgiving holiday. Don't forget to suggest topics by
DM or email #meded #MedEdChat

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
@IMDrJill @MedEdChat @JournalofGME @PDX_Tom T4 #mededchat @IMDrJill my horrendous
"doctor handwriting " was not a plus!
#MedEdChat facilitated by the Alliance for Clinical Education (Transcripts produced using Symplur.com)
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Alfredo Cruz @ThegreenguyCruz7 hours ago
pray that the tower of babble doesn't come crashing down again. #electromagneticpulse #mededchat

Juan Reyes @DrJuan_Reyes7 hours ago
RT @courtneyapaul: @MedEdChat #mededchat we never thought we were vulnerable but all it takes
is someone clicking the wrong link! Prepare n…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Just thinking
how #pandemic challenged #MedEd illuminating #Mededucators skills gaps & shortage of IT
personnel to supp…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf of all @JournalofGME editors who joined in tonight as guest hosts
+ #cyberattack @GWSMHS authors @IMDrJill @co…

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
RT @ArjaSateesh: @MedEdChat @JournalofGME #mededchat T4 upsides are for everyone
including physicians and other healthcare professionals, l…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #MedEdChat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx. Thanks everyone for parti…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #MedEdChat will be off next week for the US Thanksgiving holiday. Don't forget to
suggest topics by DM or email #meded #Me…

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf of all @JournalofGME editors who joined in tonight as guest hosts
+ #cyberattack @GWSMHS authors @IMDrJill @co…

Courtney Paul @courtneyapaul7 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @debsimpson3 @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @GWSMHS @IMDrJill Great to
join my @JournalofGME and #MedEd colleagues on tonight's #M…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some
final thoughts #meded #MedEdChat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #MedEdChat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx. Thanks everyone for parti…
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MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #MedEdChat will be off next week for the US Thanksgiving holiday. Don't forget to
suggest topics by DM or email #meded #Me…

Ian Pereira @IanJPereira7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf of all @JournalofGME editors who joined in tonight as guest hosts
+ #cyberattack @GWSMHS authors @IMDrJill @co…

The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@MedEdChat 100

@JournalofGME 94

@courtneyapaul 93

@debsimpson3 86

@IMDrJill 85

@AvrahamCooperMD 84

@PDX_Tom 84

@GLBDallaghan 78

@mededdoc 67

@GWSMHS 66

Prolific Tweeters
@debsimpson3 24

@courtneyapaul 20
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@KristinaDzara 18

@AvrahamCooperMD 18

@mededdoc 17

@MedStudent_Bot 16

@PDX_Tom 11

@ThegreenguyCruz 10

@MedEdChat 8

@botcybersec 8

Highest Impressions
@AvrahamCooperMD 622.0K

@KristinaDzara 128.7K

@sectest9 75.1K

@MedEdChat 74.3K

@mededdoc 51.1K

@CyberSecurityN8 43.5K

@PDX_Tom 34.8K

@debsimpson3 23.9K

@MedEdBot 22.6K
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@botcybersec 22.0K


The Numbers

1.156M
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7
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